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About This Game

Place tiles on the board to match the color or symbol of adjacent tiles to create 'passages' from edge to edge. Completed
rows and columns ('passages') dis 5d3b920ae0
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mah jong or dominoes it's similar to both.perfect game to get your 65 year old mother who wants to play some video games to
'exersize her mind' because the tv told her it was a good idea.or perfect game to play in offline mode when feeling anti social
and un ambitious but your fingers still want to click something.music is catchy, sound effects are annoying, has a couple of back
drop artworks and a couple of tilesets including a xmas one.I like dominoes and mah jong and can see myself going back to it in
offline mode for the aforementioned reasons game feels over priced for what it is.seems more like a $3 steam title than a sale
price of $7 in my country I'll still give it a thumbs up though as there is nothing inherently wrong with the title. Buy at a huge
discount, and mainly if you remember "Passage 3" from the past and want to refresh the memories. The basic rule of the game
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is unique (this is not another match-3 game!) and it's been copied very rarely, if ever. However, the make of this game is very
crude, the graphics is childish at best and the colors resemble 256 VGA palette. Nevertheless, there is a huge number of levels,
three game modes and a number of options to choose from.. mah jong or dominoes it's similar to both.perfect game to get your
65 year old mother who wants to play some video games to 'exersize her mind' because the tv told her it was a good idea.or
perfect game to play in offline mode when feeling anti social and un ambitious but your fingers still want to click
something.music is catchy, sound effects are annoying, has a couple of back drop artworks and a couple of tilesets including a
xmas one.I like dominoes and mah jong and can see myself going back to it in offline mode for the aforementioned reasons
game feels over priced for what it is.seems more like a $3 steam title than a sale price of $7 in my country I'll still give it a
thumbs up though as there is nothing inherently wrong with the title. an interesting classic puzzle with new elements.. an
interesting classic puzzle with new elements.. Buy at a huge discount, and mainly if you remember "Passage 3" from the past
and want to refresh the memories. The basic rule of the game is unique (this is not another match-3 game!) and it's been copied
very rarely, if ever. However, the make of this game is very crude, the graphics is childish at best and the colors resemble 256
VGA palette. Nevertheless, there is a huge number of levels, three game modes and a number of options to choose from.
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